
 
 
 
15 January 2021 
 
 
Dear Parent 
 
At a time of such disruption and change, there is nothing quite like heavy snow to add a further 
dimension to school life!  Thank you to all parents for their understanding and support on 
Thursday; we were able to run the school with minimal staff and everybody got home safely.  
Our gratitude must also go to the staff who ensured we could stay open for those children who 
were in school.  For some, this meant abandoning cars and walking in difficult conditions; I am 
sure parents would join us in thanking them for the support they offered to students and their 
colleagues.  The Academy, like most other schools locally, has remained shut today with the 
exception of public examinations. 
 
The external examinations have gone ahead at Woodkirk as scheduled.  This includes two 
examinations that have taken place today.  It seems hard to imagine that these students could 
have endured a more disrupted exam season and the tenacity and resilience that they, and 
the teachers and parents who have supported them, have shown is a huge credit to them – 
thank you to everybody who has been involved in this. 
 
For those students who were due to sit public examinations in the summer, there was a brief 
update this week from the Education Secretary which you may have seen.  This did not outline 
the final plans for the summer which are still to be finalised.  We recognise that this uncertainty 
may be causing some students extra worry.  Please be reassured that we will keep you 
updated.  In the meantime, students will be supported by their teachers and are advised to 
continue to engage in remote learning fully as the vast majority have been. 
 
Remote learning has continued with great success, and once again this week students have 
impressed – teachers have awarded over 4000 ‘merits’ in acknowledgment of this.  This is a 
phenomenal effort and students should be very proud of the way they have adapted to the 
challenges they have faced.  Each week, two students from each year group will be selected 
at random from this list to receive a £20 Amazon voucher – the more merits, the greater the 
chance of being selected.  We will make the first draw next week and will let the winners know. 
 
You will have seen the changes that have been made to the timings throughout the school 
day as shared on Tuesday and here for convenience.  These have been made in light of 
feedback from students, parents and staff and are intended to support students and staff 
throughout the day.  With more consistently timed breaks and two 30 minute periods away 
from lessons, we will be able to get a little more active.  Students and staff are encouraged to 
stretch their legs, get some fresh air and relax as much as possible. 
 

Continued … 

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/nucleus.woodkirk/Remote_Learning_-_School_day_from_18_January_2021-1610463731.pdf


A repeat message from last week, the government has announced a scheme where 
disadvantaged students can get online using free mobile data increases. You can request this 
support if each of the following applies: 
 
 your child is learning from home due to the disruption with face-to-face education; 
 the children for whom you’re responsible do not have enough phone data to access on-

line learning each and this needs increasing. 
 
This scheme temporarily increases data allowances for mobile phone users on certain 
networks. This will allow other devices to connect to the internet via a mobile phone so children 
and young people can access remote education if their face-to-face education is disrupted.  
More details can be found on the e-newsletter and we would encourage those who are eligible 
to apply.  Please remember that Woodkirk Academy will not ask for your bank account 
details for this or any other support. 
 
At this time of year our students in Year 8 would normally be starting the guided options 
process to select the qualifications they will study through Years 9, 10 and 11.  In spite of the 
obvious difficulties faced currently, we still intend that this will take place this term and further 
information will be shared in due course. 
 
As detailed in our letter dated 5 January, please note the following support:  
 
 We also know that some families may find themselves becoming eligible for Free School 

Meals due to changes in circumstances. Please email Mrs J Hudson at 
hudson.j@woodkirkacademy.com or contact the school on 0113 887 3600 should you 
need this support.  

 In addition, other hardship support may also be available.  Please contact Mrs Standage 
at standage.j@woodkirkacademy.com if you require this support.  

 If any student requires period products they can contact Miss Broadbent at 
broadbent.l@woodkirkacademy.com   

 Please continue to use the email address safeguarding@woodkirkacademy.com for any 
safeguarding concerns.  

 
Last week, and more frequently moving forward, we will be contacting parents of students who 
are, apparently, not attending and / or engaging in their remote lessons.  This is to ensure we 
can offer support as necessary, including access to resources as appropriate.  We understand 
that there may be genuine reasons why a student cannot attend a lesson and we anticipate 
you will receive any such communication in the spirit it is intended and thank you in advance 
for this. 
 
We hope you can stay safe and warm this weekend – take care. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Mrs J Barton   Mr T Jones    
Principal   Associate Principal 
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